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A proposed new facility in a tailor-made underground cavern hosting a suite of far-forward 
experiments suitable to detect long-lived BSM particles and neutrinos produced at the High-

Luminosity LHC (ATLAS interaction point)

The Forward Physics Facility

No modifications to the HL-LHC required!



The Forward Physics Facility

Huge neutrino fluxes produced in LHC collisions: blind spot of planned LHC operations!



Neutrinos at the LHC

Felix Kling

for the first time, neutrino (candidates) have been detected at the LHC!



Neutrinos at the LHC
Jonathan Feng

Huge neutrino fluxes produced in LHC collisions: blind spot of planned LHC operations!



Remarkably broad and far-reaching potential of the FPF experiments:

FPF physics potential

 BSM searches
Light BSM particles produced in the very forward direction 
Decaying dark sector long-lived particles (dark photons, dark Higgs, heavy neutral leptons…)
Milli-charged particles, dark matter scattering, … 

 Neutrino physics
Tau neutrino studies (3k tau neutrino interactions, current world sample <20) 
Separation of tau neutrino / anti-neutrino, constrain tau neutrino EDM 
Tau neutrino decays into heavy flavour (connection with LHCb LFV anomalies) 
EFT constraints on neutrino interactions

 QCD, hadron structure, and astroparticle physics
Neutrino cross section measurements (energy region not covered by any other experiment)
Neutrino DIS to constrain proton and nuclear structure 
Testing BFKL dynamics in LHC collisions, modelling charm, hadron production in forward region
Key input for neutrino (IceCube, KM3NET) and cosmic ray astroparticle experiments



Significant extension of HL-
LHC scientific potential for 
moderate price tag! 

Deep synergies also with the 
Electron Ion Collider, 
cosmic rays, UHE neutrinos
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Figure 2: The Forward Physics Facility will probe topics that span multiple frontiers, including
new particles, neutrinos, dark matter, QCD, and astroparticle physics.

Physics Beyond the Standard Model The FPF will allow tests of a wide variety of theories of
physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM), explaining outstanding questions such as the hierarchy
problem, neutrino masses, the nature of dark matter, inflation, and the matter-antimatter asym-
metry of the universe. New particles and forces can be detected at the FPF in di↵erent ways. Many
theories feature light, weakly-coupled particles that have lifetimes long enough to be produced at
the ATLAS IP and subsequently decay within FPF detectors, like FASER2. Alternatively, DM par-
ticles may scatter inside a dense detector like Advanced SND, FASER⌫2, or FLArE and produce
visible signatures. Both electron and nuclear scattering are possible. Finally, some models have
new states, for example, millicharged particles, which would leave non-standard energy deposits in
detectors. Such particles could be observed at FORMOSA and possibly other detectors.

Searches for new heavy particles benefit from the unparalleled energies at the LHC, and the FPF
will provide leading sensitivities if such states are preferentially produced in the forward direction,
as in the case of quirks. Searches for light states may also be enhanced at the energy frontier,
as they are produced with very high boosts, allowing probes of shorter lifetimes, or through rare
B decays and similar processes that are much less common at other facilities. These capabilities
result in unique projected sensitivities in many BSM models that surpass current, or even future
expected, limits.

Quantum Chromodynamics The FPF has the promising potential to probe our understanding
of the strong interactions as well as of proton and nuclear structure. It will be sensitive to the very
forward production of light hadrons and charmed mesons, providing access to both the very low-x

25 MCHF construction + 15 
MCCH services
Installation in LS3, data taking 
from Run 4
Combination of guaranteed 
deliverables (neutrinos, QCD) 
and BSM discovery potential
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Figure 2: The Forward Physics Facility will probe topics that span multiple frontiers, including
new particles, neutrinos, dark matter, QCD, and astroparticle physics.

Physics Beyond the Standard Model The FPF will allow tests of a wide variety of theories of
physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM), explaining outstanding questions such as the hierarchy
problem, neutrino masses, the nature of dark matter, inflation, and the matter-antimatter asym-
metry of the universe. New particles and forces can be detected at the FPF in di↵erent ways. Many
theories feature light, weakly-coupled particles that have lifetimes long enough to be produced at
the ATLAS IP and subsequently decay within FPF detectors, like FASER2. Alternatively, DM par-
ticles may scatter inside a dense detector like Advanced SND, FASER⌫2, or FLArE and produce
visible signatures. Both electron and nuclear scattering are possible. Finally, some models have
new states, for example, millicharged particles, which would leave non-standard energy deposits in
detectors. Such particles could be observed at FORMOSA and possibly other detectors.

Searches for new heavy particles benefit from the unparalleled energies at the LHC, and the FPF
will provide leading sensitivities if such states are preferentially produced in the forward direction,
as in the case of quirks. Searches for light states may also be enhanced at the energy frontier,
as they are produced with very high boosts, allowing probes of shorter lifetimes, or through rare
B decays and similar processes that are much less common at other facilities. These capabilities
result in unique projected sensitivities in many BSM models that surpass current, or even future
expected, limits.

Quantum Chromodynamics The FPF has the promising potential to probe our understanding
of the strong interactions as well as of proton and nuclear structure. It will be sensitive to the very
forward production of light hadrons and charmed mesons, providing access to both the very low-x

430 pages describing 
scientific case, infrastructure, 
detectors, and simulations

Stepping stone for the FPF 
Conceptual Design Report



Remarkably broad and far-reaching potential of the FPF experiments:

FPF physics potential

 BSM searches
Light BSM particles produced in the very forward direction 
Decaying dark sector long-lived particles (dark photons, dark Higgs, heavy neutral leptons…)
Milli-charged particles, dark matter scattering, … 

 Neutrino physics
Tau neutrino studies (3k tau neutrino interactions, current world sample <20) 
Separation of tau neutrino / anti-neutrino, constrain tau neutrino EDM 
Tau neutrino decays into heavy flavour (connection with LHCb LFV anomalies) 
EFT constraints on neutrino interactions

 QCD, hadron structure, and astroparticle physics
Neutrino cross section measurements (energy region not covered by any other experiment)
Neutrino DIS to constrain proton and nuclear structure 
Testing BFKL dynamics in LHC collisions, modelling charm, hadron production in forward region
Key input for neutrino (IceCube, KM3NET) and cosmic ray astroparticle experiments



QCD at the FPF

Forward particle production (light 
hadrons & D-mesons) sensitive 
down to x=10-7

Ultra small-x proton structure & 
BFKL / non-linear QCD dynamics

Tune models of forward hadron 
fragmentation

Constraints on intrinsic charm



QCD at the FPF

Deep-inelastic CC scattering with TeV 
neutrinos

Continue succesful program of neutrino DIS 
experiments @ CERN

Constrain proton & nuclear light 
(anti-)quark PDFs 



QCD at the FPF

Excellent complementarity between EIC (neutral 
current) and FPF (charged current) measurements 
of DIS structure function on proton and nuclear targets

A joint analysis of EIC+FPF data markedly improves 
the (n)PDF reach of individual experiments



QCD at the FPF

  + unique inputs for high-energy neutrino and 
cosmic ray astroparticle physics experiments



`
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Neutrino DIS in (n)PDF fits
 Neutrino DIS structure functions are a cornerstone of global nPDF fits

 Despite constraints on quark flavour separation from LHC, neutrino DIS still provides key information



Neutrino cross-sections studied for energies up to 300 GeV with accelerator neutrinos 

The FPF is effectively a Neutrino-Ion Collider with ECM ⩬ 100 GeV!

At higher energies, IceCube has measured cross-sections between 5 TeV and 104 TeV 

Neutrino DIS at the LHC

IceCube 2017

but with large uncertainties

Theory prediction
IceCube data

Neutrinos arriving at the Forward Physics Facility have energy distributions peaking 
between 100 GeV and 10 TeV. Unique opportunity to test neutrino interactions
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 Neutrino cross-sections and structure functions can be measured with O(few %) statistical 
precision, improving on available measurements specially with muon neutrinos

 Neutrino DIS provides access to the quark flavour decomposition in nucleons and nuclei: sea 
quark asymmetry, strangeness, charm

 Natural continuation of the extremely succesful CERN programs on neutrino DIS

Neutrino DIS at the LHC
FPF neutrinos: bridging the gap between accelerator data and cosmic neutrinos
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Measurements of neutrino DIS structure functions will constrain quark flavour separation

 Inclusive cross-section measurements sensitive to low-Q region beyond validity of perturbative 
QCD, novel approaches there required to bypass model-dependence

 Nuclear corrections on tungsten targets relatively small in the region covered by FPF: strong 
potential to constrain the free-nucleon PDFs

Neutrino DIS at the LHC
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 One challenge for the interpretation of the FPF data will be the large theory uncertainties 
associated to the incoming neutrino flux e.g. large MHOUs to D-meson production

  Design observables where flux uncertainties cancel out to maximise QCD sensitivity

 Progress in NNLO QCD ( + parton shower matching) required to reduce absolute MHOUs

Neutrino fluxes
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 FPF will constrain small-x proton structure and validate calculations of low-x QCD processes

In turn this will benefit predictions for key astroparticle physics processes, such as the flux of 
prompt neutrinos (main background to UHE cosmic neutrinos)

The cosmic connection
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 The FPF would realise an exciting program in a broad range of topics from BSM and long-lived 
particles to neutrinos, QCD, and hadron structure, with connections to astroparticle physics

 The FPF would continue the long tradition of neutrino DIS @ CERN now with TeV beams

 High-energy neutrino DIS would open a new probe to proton and nuclear structure, 
complementing existing and future experiments, e.g. CC DIS complements the EIC

 Charm meson and light hadron production in the forward region represent a testbed for QCD 
calculations: higher-orders, BFKL, fragmentation, non-linear effects, small-x PDFs, … 

 Production (ATLAS) and interaction (FPF) processes intertwined: e.g. intrinsic charm enhances 
D-meson production which in turn leads to a larger neutrino flux

 Ideas and contributions to further strengthen the FPF potential more than welcome!

Summary and outlook


